
Key Stage 2 test:
Access arrangements for pupils with EAL

Pupils with EAL should be registered for the English and mathematics tests.
If pupils cannot communicate in English, they should be registered for, but 
should not take, the English tests because they will not be working at level 3. 
They should be entered as B on the marksheets. If a pupil is working below 
the level of the tests in mathematics, they should be entered as B on the 
marksheets. Pupils with EAL who have just arrived in the country and for
whom the school has not been able to establish a level should not be entered 
for the tests and should be entered as T on the marksheets.

If a pupil is working at the level of the tests, the school should consider 
entering them and using access arrangements.

All arrangements for pupils with EAL must be based on normal 
classroom practice. The school must have evidence that any support 
provided in the tests is also provided in the classroom.

Additional time
Pupils with limited fluency in the English language (on level 1 threshold, level 
1 secure or level 2 of the common scale for assessment provided in A 
language in common) may be considered eligible for up to 25 per cent 
additional time in the Maths test. (These pupils would be working below the 
level of the English tests and should not be entered for them)

Translation
If pupils with EAL normally work in the English language in the classroom, 
they should also access the tests by reading and writing in English. If pupils 
with EAL use a combination of English and their first language in the 
classroom, a number of options are available in the tests, as long as this 
reflects normal practice in the classroom.

Mathematics tests:
 The pupil can read the tests in English and answer in their first 

language. A transcript should then be made by the pupil’s usual 
translator. 

 A reader can be provided to read the tests to the pupil in English and 
the pupil can then write their answer in English. No transcript is 
necessary.

 A reader can be provided to read the tests to the pupil in English and 
the pupil can then write their answer in their first language. A transcript 
should be made by the pupil’s usual translator. 

 An oral translation can be given to the pupil by a translator at the time 
of the tests and the pupil can then write their responses in English.

 An oral translation can be given to the pupil by a translator at the time 
of the tests and the pupil can then write their responses in their first 
language. A transcript should be made by the pupil’s usual translator. 

 A written translation can be provided to the pupil and the pupil can then 
respond in English. No transcript is necessary.



 A written translation can be provided to the pupil and the pupil can then 
respond in heir first language. A transcript should then be made by the 
pupil’s usual translator.

Mental mathematics test:
Schools may choose to deliver an oral translation of the mental mathematics 
test to a pupil with limited fluency in English as long as:

 the translated version of the test is delivered orally
 all timings are strictly observed
 the translation is not made or delivered by a relative, carer or guardian 

of the pupil. 
Oral translations can usually be made in the hour before the test. However, 
early opening may be allowed if a school has difficulties making translations in 
time.

English tests:
The English tests are a test of a pupil’s ability to read and write in English, 
therefore oral and written translations of the questions cannot be given. Only 
the general instructions (information on the front cover of the question paper 
and any directions that are not part of the actual questions) can be translated.

Using a reader/ amenuensis
As with all pupils, a reader or amenuensis can be arranged if this is normal 
practice for the pupil. (Readers must not be used with pupils who are capable 
of reading the test materials on their own.)


